Collective X is the ideal mobile application for supervisors, pedestrian staff and van crews. Bin deliveries, special collections and supervisor activities are more efficient and flexible with live two-way information sharing.

**Key Features**

- Just like our in-cab system, the Collective X mobile application works offline so you never need to worry about phone coverage.
- Information is shared near-instantly so back-office staff can answer any customer query raised.
- Modern user interface optimised for in-cab and handheld use - ideal for crews working in and around the vehicle.
- Work is updated dynamically throughout the day with automatic route optimisation.
- Supervisors can monitor and locate crews in real time.

**Product Benefits**

- Deliver a better service at lower cost by removing paperwork and responding to changing workloads quickly and automatically.
- Crews are always connected and always work safely, whether they are in or out of their vehicle.
- Collective X is a universal app for waste services, street scene, grounds maintenance highways and gritting.
- Integrates with in-vehicle systems such as weighing, sweeper brushes via CAN, Bluetooth and serial for complete data capture.